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SPIN CONFIGURATIONS IN CARBON NANOTUBES�Krzysztof ByzukTheoretial Physis III, Center for Eletroni Correlations and MagnetismInstitute for Physis, University of Augsburg, 86135 Augsburg, GermanyandInstitute of Theoretial Physis, University of WarsawHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived Otober 23, 2000)The theory of a Coulomb blokade phenomenon in arbon nanotubesis brie�y reviewed and its experimental onsequenes are disussed. Thisreview is based on the joint paper Y. Oreg, K. Byzuk, B.I. Halperin,Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 365 (2000).PACS numbers: 61.48.+, 73.23.�b, 71.10.�w, 71.24.+q1. IntrodutionThe physis of mesosopi systems is being very atively studied theo-retially and experimentally during the last 15 years. Suh an ative re-searh has beome possible when experimentalists invented and developednew methods of growing rystals whih enable them to produe quasi-two- orquasi-one-dimensional strutures as well as so alled quantum dots whih anbe thought of as zero dimensional systems [1℄. This huge progress in meso-sopi experimental physis was also possible when new lasses of materialswere found. For example, arbon nanotubes attrat ontinuous attention ofresearhers [2℄.In mesosopi systems, when the number of partiles is very far fromin�nite one should not expet to have sharp phase transitions. However,the mirosopi fores whih usually trigger the phase transitions in maro-sopi systems are present in mesosopi systems as well, and under ertainonditions their e�ets an be even ampli�ed. In suh irumstanes onean observe and study new phenomena whih might disappear in the ther-modynami limit.� Presented at the XL Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, Poland,June 3�11, 2000. (2997)



2998 K. ByzukIn the present ontribution to this Shool on �Quantum Phase Transitionsin High Energy and Condensed Matter Physis� we are going to reviewbrie�y our theory onerning the Coulomb blokade phenomenon in themetalli arbon nanotubes. Here, we will fous on one partiular physiale�et whih an be seen only in a �nite length system with quantized energylevels. Using physial arguments we explain here how one an add manyeletrons into the arbon nanotubes with the same spins but the total spinof the eletrons in the system �utuates only between zero, one-half, and one.Calulational details have been presented in our reent paper [3℄, whih aninterested reader is referred to for further details.2. Coulomb blokadeMetalli wires of marosopi size (few entimeters) usually ondut aneletri urrent aording to the Ohm's law, i.e. the urrent I is proportionalto an applied bias voltage V , i.e. I = G V , where G is the ondutaneof the sample. When the sizes of the sample derease to few nanometerslength, but the system still ontains a large number of the itinerant eletrons,the marosopi eletrial urrent an still �ow but the Ohm's law is notobeyed [1℄. Instead of the urrent proportional to the transport voltage V ,one observes step-like jumps in the urrent-voltage harateristis. In otherwords, the ondutane G = dI=dV is not a onstant but has peaks at �nitevalues of V . These steps and peaks are experimental manifestations of theCoulomb blokade phenomenon [1℄.The Coulomb blokade may be observed if the following onditions aresatis�ed: (a) the system must be small enough so that the harging energyEC = e2=2C (the energy needed to hange the number of the eletrons inthe system by one) is larger then the energy of the thermal �utuationsET = kBT in the system (C is the lassial apaitane and kBT is tem-perature in the energy units). The distane between the Coulomb blokadepeaks is determined by this harging energy. Note that for a metalli sphereof the radius R = 10 nm the apaitane C = 4�"0R is about 10�18 F andhene EC is of the order of few meV; (b) the system is well isolated from thepads so that the number of the eletrons is onstant and an be onsidered asa good quantum number haraterizing the system (the proper desriptionof the system is obtained by using the anonial partition funtion). Quan-titatively, the ontat tunneling resistane RT must be muh larger then thequantum resistane RQ = h2=e. The urrent �ow through suh a losed sys-tem, in ontrast to open systems, is due to a quantum-mehanial tunnelingof the single eletrons through the ontats.



Spin Con�gurations in Carbon Nanotubes 29993. Mesosopi ferromagnetismSome good metals like iron or nikel are ferromagnet, i.e. these sys-tems have �nite magneti moments below a ertain ritial temperature.Ferromagnetism of the itinerant eletrons is a manifestation of the eletron�eletron interation in the system ombined with the Pauli exlusion prin-iple. The �nite magneti moment of the system survives in the thermody-nami limit [4℄.Small, mesosopi systems, though not magneti in the thermodynamilimit, may possess ertain kind of a magnetism with non zero e�etive mag-neti moments. The ground state spin of the eletrons an �utuate betweenzero and some �nite value beause of mehanisms whih are similar to meh-anisms leading to the Hund's rule in atomi physis [5℄.4. Carbon nanotubesCarbon nanotubes are elongated fullerens 1�100 �m long. They an beviewed as ylinders with surfaes made of graphite layers. Depending on thediretion in whih the graphite layer is wrapped up, the arbon nanotubean be either metalli or semi onduting [2℄.The metalli arbon nanotubes an be used as mesosopi wires to on-dut a urrent. However, sine they are very small (with a large hargingenergy) and the ontats with the eletrodes are rather poor, at very lowtemperatures they ondut a urrent in agreement with the Coulomb blok-ade theory. Applying a very small transport voltage V and hanging thegate potential Vg (on an eletrode whih is not diretly oupled with thenanotube) one an observe disrete ondutane peaks for suh Vg that thetotal energy of N and N + 1 eletrons in the system is the same.Aording to the quantum harging model (inluding both the harginge�ets and quantized one-partile energy levels in a �nite system) when theexternal magneti �eld B is applied eah ondutane peak should split upas a funtion of B [6℄. This orresponds to di�erent energies whih areneeded to add (or remove) eletrons with either a spin up or a spin downrespetively.Suh a behavior was not observed in experiment [7℄. Instead, there hasbeen seen eight suessive Coulomb peaks going up with hanging the mag-neti �eld B, whih may be interpreted that all eight eletrons entering thearbon nanotube had the same spin up. However, now a puzzling problemhas arrived: how this would be possible if the arbon nanotube, similarly toa parent graphite material, is not a ferromagnet.



3000 K. Byzuk5. Carbon nanotubes in external potentialIn our paper (with Oreg and Halperin) we have provided mirosopiexplanation of this experiment as well as onstruted a Hartree�Fok modelwhih predits di�erent spin on�gurations in the metalli arbon nano-tube [3℄.The entral point in our theory is how a non-uniform external eletro-stati potential in�uene the single-eletron states in the two one-dimensional bands rossing the Fermi level in the metalli arbon nanotube.Note that beause of the �nite length of the nanotube these one dimensionalbands have disrete quantized levels (with a typial mean distane betweenthem � = 0:5 meV), whih are populated by the eletrons aording to thePauli priniple.The uniform gate potential applied to the nanotube shifts all levels inthe same way. However, we found theoretially that when the gate potentialhas a non-uniform omponent (a�eting only a part of the arbon nanotube)apart from this uniform shift there is also a relative shift of the levels be-longing to the two di�erent bands. In other words, hanging Vg the distanebetween the two given levels from the two di�erent bands hanges and even-tually the levels even ross eah other. Mirosopi derivation of this resultbased on the Thomas�Fermi approah is presented in our paper [3℄.This is a very plausible senario regarding to the geometrial on�gu-ration in the experiment [7℄. Namely, the nanotube was deposited on twometalli eletrodes with distane between them about 200 nm. The gateeletrode was far apart about 200 �m away. If we suppose that the twoeletrodes, whih were in ontat with the nanotube, were grounded thenthe potential felt by the eletrons in the nanotube just on the top of theseeletrodes had to be approximately zero. On the other hand, in the slitbetween the eletrodes, the eletrons had to feel the potential proportionalto Vg. Hene, e�etively the entire potential shape ating on the tube hada shape of a hat, so it ould not be uniform in spae.6. Exhange interation in arbon nanotubesIn the last setion we have onsidered the single-partile states in thearbon nanotubes negleting the Coulomb interation between the eletrons.However, the eletrostati interation is, of ourse, present in these systemsand it turns out to be very important [2℄.Within the Hartree�Fok approximation [3℄, the e�et of the eletron�eletron interation appears in two very di�erent ways. First of all, there isa ontribution to the total ground state energy due to so alled diret intera-tion. This diret interation has a momentum transfer k = 0 and, therefore,orresponds to the lassial harging energy E of the system. In addition to



Spin Con�gurations in Carbon Nanotubes 3001that, there is also an exhange interation and an exhange energy ontribu-tion. The exhange interation has a higher momentum transfer 2kF, wherekF is the Fermi vetor in these one-dimensional systems. This exhange in-teration favors the parallel spin on�guration between the eletrons. Thearbon nanotubes would have the ferromagneti ground state if the exhangeinteration energy J were larger then the mean level spaing between thequantized single-partile levels. In other words, the energy gain due to theferromagneti polarization of the eletron spins would be larger than theloss in the kineti energy due to the oupation of the higher energy levels.This orresponds to the Stoner riterion in a �nite system. However, aswe have examined theoretially in [3℄, it is not the ase in the arbon nan-otubes. Moreover, there are no experimental evidenes for the ferromagnetiinstability in the arbon nanotubes [2℄.7. Internal spin �ips in arbon nanotubesindued by gate potentialThe exhange interation energy J is smaller than the mean level spa-ing � in the arbon nanotubes [3℄. However, as we have disussed in Se-tion 5 the atual distane between the quantized levels hanges as a funtionof the non-uniform gate potential. Imagine now, that "B is the highest dou-bly oupied level in the nanotube and "A is the lowest unoupied one.They belong to the di�erent symmetry bands oming from the bonding andthe anti bonding orbitals along the nanotube irumferene. If "A � "B > Jthen the level "B is doubly oupied by two eletrons in a singlet state.However, if "A � "B < J then the most stable on�guration would be atriplet state with two eletrons with parallel spins oupying "A and "B lev-els. These two situations are shown shematially in Fig. 1. It means that
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Fig. 1. The relative distane between "A and "B levels hanges when the non-uniform gate potential Vg inreases. If "A � "B > J then the lower "B level isdoubly oupied and the total spin is zero. However, when "A � "B < J then thetwo levels are single oupied and the total spin is one.



3002 K. Byzukhanging the gate potential we an hange the relative distane between thequantized levels and as a result the total spin of the nanotube with evennumber of eletrons an vary between zero and one (f. Fig. 1). Note thatapplying the external probe on the harge degrees of freedom one an ontrolthe spin degrees of freedom in the metalli arbon nanotubes.8. Carbon nanotubes and Coulomb blokadeIn the Coulomb blokade regime when we sweep the gate potential wehange the number of the eletrons in the nanotube by one: N � 1! N !N + 1 ! N + 2, et. If now other parameters, for example the hargingenergy, are properly mathed suh that additions of the extra eletrons hap-pen when two "A and "B levels are lose to eah other then the spins of all
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Fig. 2. The artoon explaining the single-eletron tunneling into the metalli arbonnanotube and the internal spin-�ip transition. For properly mathed mirosopiparameters of the system the additional eletron an tunnel in if "A and "B levelsare lose to eah other ("A � "B < J). Then the extra eletron must have thesame spin as the eletron already present there and the total spin rises from 1/2to 1. While inreasing Vg, the two levels approah eah other, ross eah other, andeventually ome apart. When j"A � "Bj > J then the more stable on�guration isthe one in whih the lowest ("A) level is doubly oupied and the total spin is zero.Note, that we have silently assumed the existene of a spin-relaxation mehanism,e.g. the spin-orbit oupling due to the metalli eletrodes, whih equilibrates thesystem.



Spin Con�gurations in Carbon Nanotubes 3003inoming eletrons are the same1. The e�et of the exhange interationis enhaned beause the atual ratio J=("A � "B) is large for partiular Vgvalues. However, due to the internal spin �ips, whih are indued by thehanging Vg, the total spin hanges from one to zero. So we an have the fol-lowing sequene: Stotal : 0! 1=2! 1) 0! 1=2! 1) 0, et., where (!)means that the extra eletron is added to the nanotube with spin one-halfand ()) means the internal transition with �ipping one spin. The artoonpiture of this proess is shown in Fig. 2.This model explains the experimental �ndings in [7℄. It also preditsanother possible behavior of the Coulomb blokade peaks with respet tothe external magneti �eld. For example, few eletrons an enter the tubewith spins up, then few others an enter with alternating spins up and down,and �nally few eletrons an enter with spins down. But during the entiretime the total spin hanges only between zero, one-half and one. Similarnon-intuitive behavior of the peak evolutions in the arbon nanotube hasbeen observed reently by the same group [8℄.9. ConlusionsIn the present paper we have shortly reviewed our theory [3℄ onerningthe Coulomb blokade phenomena in the metalli arbon nanotubes. Wehave disussed how the external potential an in�uene the single-partilestates in the arbon nanotubes and how the ompetition between the atualdistane between the quantized one-partile energy levels and the exhangeinteration leads to the internal spin transitions in these systems. Our theo-retial model explains the puzzling experimental �ndings in [7℄ and preditsother possible results some of whih have been observed reently [8℄.We onlude that although the exhange interation in the arbon nan-otubes is too small to trigger the paramagneti�ferromagneti phase transi-tion, its e�ets an be ampli�ed by the gate eletrode and the ondutingpads leading to new and interesting experimental behaviors.
1 �Mathing the other parameters� is a subtle issue here beause, of ourse, we annotontrol them intentionally. They, as for example the harging energy, are randomlydistributed around some mean values. So, as usually in mesosopi experiments, theresults an hange from a sample to a sample or from an experimental set-up to anexperimental set-up. And rather one should ask about statistial behaviour: howoften a given observation appears and how often and how long it is reproduible fora given set-up.
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